HOUSE BILL 14-1328


CONCERNING THE DEPLOYMENT OF BROADBAND INTO UNSERVED AREAS OF COLORADO THROUGH GRANT-MAKING FROM MONEYS ALLOCATED FROM THE COLORADO HIGH COST SUPPORT MECHANISM, AND, IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, MAKING AN APPROPRIATION.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 40-15-102, add (3.3), (3.5), (3.7), (6.7), (9.5), (10.5), (17.5), and (32) as follows:

40-15-102. Definitions. As used in this article, unless the context otherwise requires:

(3.3) "BROADBAND" OR "BROADBAND SERVICE" MEANS BROADBAND INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDED OVER A BROADBAND NETWORK.

Capital letters indicate new material added to existing statutes; dashes through words indicate deletions from existing statutes and such material not part of act.
(3.5) "BROADBAND INTERNET SERVICE" MEANS A RETAIL SERVICE THAT TRANSMITS AND RECEIVES DATA FROM THE CUSTOMER'S PROPERTY OR DETERMINED POINT OF PRESENCE TO SUBSTANTIALLY ALL INTERNET ENDPOINTS. THE TERM INCLUDES ANY CAPABILITIES THAT ARE INCIDENTAL TO AND ENABLE THE OPERATION OF THE BROADBAND SERVICE.

(3.7) "BROADBAND NETWORK" MEANS THE PLANT, EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS, FACILITIES, HARDWARE, AND SOFTWARE USED TO PROVIDE BROADBAND INTERNET SERVICE AT MEASURABLE SPEEDS OF AT LEAST FOUR MEGABITS PER SECOND DOWNSTREAM AND ONE MEGABIT PER SECOND UPSTREAM OR AT MEASURABLE SPEEDS AT LEAST EQUAL TO THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION'S DEFINITION OF HIGH-SPEED INTERNET ACCESS OR BROADBAND, WHICHEVER IS FASTER, WITH:

(a) SUFFICIENTLY LOW LATENCY TO ENABLE THE USE OF REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS, INCLUDING VOICE-OVER-INTERNET-PROTOCOL SERVICE; AND

(b) EITHER NO USAGE LIMITS OR USAGE LIMITS THAT ARE REASONABLY COMPARABLE TO THOSE FOUND IN URBAN AREAS FOR THE SAME TECHNOLOGY.

(6.7) "ELIGIBLE APPLICANT" MEANS AN APPLICANT SEEKING GRANT FUNDING FOR A PROPOSED BROADBAND PROJECT UNDER SECTION 40-15-509.5 WITH A SUFFICIENT BUSINESS TRACK RECORD TO INDICATE THAT THE APPLICANT'S OPERATIONS WILL BE SUSTAINABLE AFTER RECEIVING INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT UNDER SECTION 40-15-509.5. THE TERM IS LIMITED TO FOR-PROFIT ENTITIES; EXCEPT THAT A NONPROFIT TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, INCLUDING ITS AFFILIATES AND SUBSIDIARIES, OR A NONPROFIT RURAL ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION THAT EXISTED ON THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS SUBSECTION (6.7) QUALIFIES AS AN "ELIGIBLE APPLICANT". THE TERM IS NOT LIMITED TO A CURRENT RECIPIENT OF HIGH COST SUPPORT MECHANISM FUNDS.

(9.5) "INCUMBENT PROVIDER" MEANS A PROVIDER THAT OFFERS BROADBAND INTERNET SERVICE IN AN UNSERVED AREA, BUT THAT IS NOT PROVIDING A BROADBAND NETWORK IN THAT AREA.

(10.5) "INFRASTRUCTURE" MEANS THE FACILITIES OR EQUIPMENT
(17.5) "LOCAL ENTITY" MEANS ELECTED MEMBERS OF A COUNTY GOVERNMENT, MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT, SCHOOL DISTRICT, OR BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN AN UNSERVED AREA.

(32) (a) "UNSERVED AREA" MEANS AN AREA OF THE STATE THAT:

(I) LIES OUTSIDE OF MUNICIPAL BOUNDARIES OR IS A CITY WITH A POPULATION OF FEWER THAN FIVE THOUSAND INHABITANTS; AND

(II) CONSISTS OF ONE OR MORE CONTIGUOUS CENSUS BLOCKS IN WHICH A MAJORITY OF THE HOUSEHOLDS LACK ACCESS TO AT LEAST ONE PROVIDER OF A BROADBAND NETWORK THAT USES SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY AND AT LEAST ONE PROVIDER OF A BROADBAND NETWORK THAT USES NONSATELLITE TECHNOLOGY.

(b) "UNSERVED AREA" ALSO MEANS ANY PORTION OF A STATE OR INTERSTATE HIGHWAY CORRIDOR THAT LACKS ACCESS TO A PROVIDER OF A BROADBAND NETWORK.

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 40-15-208, amend (2) (a) and (3) (a); and add (2) (e) as follows:

40-15-208. High cost support mechanism - Colorado high cost administration fund - creation - purpose - operation - rules - report - repeal. (2) (a) (I) The commission is hereby authorized to establish a mechanism for the support of universal service, also referred to in this section as the "high cost support mechanism", which shall operate in accordance with rules adopted by the commission. The primary purpose of the high cost support mechanism is to provide financial assistance as a support mechanism to:

(A) Local exchange providers to help make basic local exchange service affordable and allow such providers to be fully reimbursed for the difference between the reasonable costs incurred in making basic service available to their customers within a rural, high cost geographic support area and the price charged for such service, after taking into account any amounts that the providers have received by such providers under price support mechanisms established by the federal
government and by this state; AND

(B) PROVIDE ACCESS TO BROADBAND SERVICE THROUGH BROADBAND NETWORKS IN UNSERVED AREAS PURSUANT TO SECTION 40-15-509.5 ONLY.

(II) The commission shall ensure that no local exchange provider is receiving funds from this or any other source that, together with local exchange service revenues, exceeds the cost of providing local exchange service to THE PROVIDER'S customers. The high cost support mechanism shall be supported and distributed equitably and on a nondiscriminatory, competitively neutral basis through a neutral assessment on all telecommunications service providers in Colorado.

(III) THE COMMISSION, AT ITS REGULARLY SCHEDULED MEETINGS TO ESTABLISH THE HIGH COST SUPPORT MECHANISM SURCHARGE, AND SURCHARGE RATE, SHALL REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF THE HIGH COST SUPPORT MECHANISM SURCHARGE BY THE FOLLOWING PERCENTAGES OF THE NEW BROADBAND FUNDS ALLOCATED IN THAT YEAR PURSUANT TO SECTION 40-15-509.5 (3) FROM THE HIGH COST SUPPORT MECHANISM TO THE BROADBAND FUND, CREATED IN SECTION 40-15-509.5 (4):

(A) IN YEARS 2016 AND 2017, FIVE PERCENT;

(B) IN YEARS 2018 AND 2019, TEN PERCENT;

(C) IN YEARS 2020 AND 2021, FIFTEEN PERCENT; AND

(D) IN YEARS 2022 AND 2023, TWENTY PERCENT.

(e) IN ADDITION TO THE ANNUAL REPORT SUBMITTED UNDER PARAGRAPH (b) OF THIS SUBSECTION (2) BY THE COMMISSION, THE DEPARTMENT OF REGULATORY AGENCIES SHALL INCLUDE IN ITS PRESENTATION TO THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE UNDER THE REQUIREMENTS OF PART 2 OF ARTICLE 7 OF TITLE 2, C.R.S., AN UPDATE ON THE IMPLEMENTATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE HIGH COST SUPPORT MECHANISM.

(3) (a) There is hereby created, in the state treasury, the Colorado high cost administration fund, referred to in this section as the "fund"
which shall be used to reimburse the commission and its contractors for reasonable expenses incurred in the administration of the high cost support mechanism, including administrative costs incurred in association with broadband service, as determined by rules of the commission. The general assembly shall appropriate annually the moneys in the fund that are to be used for the direct and indirect administrative costs incurred by the commission and its contractors. shall be appropriated annually by the general assembly. At the end of any fiscal year, all unexpended and unencumbered moneys in the fund shall remain in the fund and shall not be credited or transferred to the general fund or any other fund. Based upon the high cost support mechanism, the balance remaining in the fund, and the amount appropriated annually by the general assembly for use by the commission, each year the commission shall determine the nondiscriminatory, competitively neutral assessment on all telecommunications service providers in Colorado that will be necessary to cover the cost of implementing and administering the high cost support mechanism. Only the moneys from such assessment for administering the high cost support mechanism shall be transmitted to the state treasurer, who shall credit the same to the fund. All interest derived from the deposit and investment of moneys in the fund shall remain in the fund and shall not revert to the general fund.

SECTION 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 40-15-502, amend (5) (a) as follows:

40-15-502. Expressions of state policy. (5) Universal service support mechanisms. (a) In order to accomplish the goals of universal basic service, universal access to advanced service under Section 40-15-509.5, and any revision of the definition of basic service under subsection (2) of this section, the commission shall create a system of support mechanisms to assist in the provision of these services in high-cost areas. The commission shall fund these support mechanisms equitably and on a nondiscriminatory, competitively neutral basis through assessments, which may include a rate element, on all telecommunications service providers in Colorado, and the commission shall distribute the funds equitably and on a nondiscriminatory, competitively neutral basis. For purposes of administering such support mechanisms, the commission shall divide the state into reasonably compact, competitively neutral geographic support areas. A provider's eligibility to receive support under the support
mechanisms shall be conditioned upon the provider's offering basic service throughout an entire support area. The commission shall review the costs of basic service and shall administer such support mechanisms.

SECTION 4. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add 40-15-509.5 as follows:

40-15-509.5. Broadband service - report - broadband deployment board - broadband fund - creation - repeal. (1) Short title. This section shall be known and may be cited as the "Connect Colorado to Enhance Economic Development, Telehealth, Education, and Safety Act".

(2) The general assembly hereby finds, determines, and declares that, to promote the state policy of providing universal access to broadband service, as set forth in section 40-15-502 (4), it may be necessary to provide financial assistance through additional support mechanisms if competition for local exchange services fails to deliver broadband service throughout the state. "Advanced service" includes "broadband service" for purposes of this section only.

(3) The commission may allocate the Colorado high cost support mechanism, established under section 40-15-208 and referred to in this section as the "HCSM", for the deployment of broadband service in unserved areas of the state pursuant to this section only. The commission may fund the deployment of broadband service in unserved areas of the state through use of the HCSM surcharge and surcharge rate in effect on the effective date of this section. Pursuant to subsection (4) of this section and consistent with section 40-15-208 (2) (a) (III), the commission may transfer to the broadband deployment board only the moneys that it determines are no longer required by the HCSM to support universal basic service through an effective competition determination. After each transfer to the broadband deployment board, the commission shall use the moneys remaining in the HCSM to support basic service. Nothing in this section increases any surcharge rate charged to help fund the HCSM.

(4) (a) There is hereby created in the state treasury the
broadband fund, referred to in this section as the "fund". the fund consists of all moneys allocated from the hcsm to provide access to broadband services through broadband networks in unserved areas pursuant to section 40-15-208 (2) (a) (i) (b), which moneys shall be transferred to the fund upon allocation, and all moneys that the general assembly may appropriate to the fund. the moneys in the fund are appropriated to the broadband deployment board, created in subsection (5) of this section, for the purposes set forth in this section. all interest earned from the investment of moneys in the fund is credited to the fund. all moneys not expended at the end of the fiscal year remain in the fund and do not revert to the general fund or any other fund.

(b) the broadband deployment board shall dedicate two hundred thousand dollars of the moneys in the fund to cover the direct and indirect costs incurred by the board, its employees, and its contractors in funding the deployment of broadband service in unserved areas of the state.

(5) (a) there is hereby created in the department of regulatory agencies the broadband deployment board, referred to in this section as the "board". the board is an independent board created to implement and administer the deployment of broadband service in unserved areas from the fund. the department of regulatory agencies shall staff the board. the board has the powers and duties specified in this section.

(b) the board consists of sixteen members. the members of the board shall be selected on the basis of their knowledge of and interest in broadband service and shall serve for four-year terms; except that, of the members first appointed to the board, eight members shall serve for terms of two years and eight members shall serve for terms of four years. a member of the board shall not serve more than two consecutive full four-year terms.

(c) no more than eight members of any one major political party may serve on the board at the same time. members of the board are entitled to seventy-five dollars per diem for attendance at official meetings plus actual and necessary
EXPENSES INCURRED IN THE CONDUCT OF OFFICIAL BUSINESS. MEMBERS OF THE BOARD SHALL BE APPOINTED AS FOLLOWS:

(I) AT LEAST ONE MEMBER FROM THE COMMISSION; ONE MEMBER FROM THE COLORADO OFFICE OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN THE OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR; ONE MEMBER FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF LOCAL AFFAIRS, CREATED IN SECTION 24-1-125, C.R.S.; AND ONE MEMBER FROM THE OFFICE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, CREATED IN SECTION 24-37.5-103, C.R.S., AS APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR. THE GOVERNOR SHALL SELECT THREE OF THESE FOUR APPOINTEES TO SERVE AS VOTING MEMBERS OF THE BOARD.

(II) THREE VOTING MEMBERS REPRESENTING LOCAL ENTITIES:

(A) ONE OF WHOM IS A COUNTY COMMISSIONER, AS APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE IN CONSULTATION WITH COLORADO COUNTIES, INC.;

(B) ONE OF WHOM IS A MAYOR OR CITY COUNCILPERSON, AS APPOINTED BY THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IN CONSULTATION WITH THE COLORADO MUNICIPAL LEAGUE; AND

(C) ONE OF WHOM IS ANY OTHER REPRESENTATIVE OF A LOCAL ENTITY, AS APPOINTED BY THE MINORITY LEADER OF THE SENATE;

(III) SIX VOTING MEMBERS REPRESENTING THE BROADBAND INDUSTRY:

(A) ONE OF WHOM REPRESENTS A WIRELESS PROVIDER, AS APPOINTED BY THE MINORITY LEADER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;

(B) ONE OF WHOM REPRESENTS A WIRELINE PROVIDER, AS APPOINTED BY THE MINORITY LEADER OF THE SENATE;

(C) ONE OF WHOM REPRESENTS A BROADBAND SATELLITE PROVIDER, AS APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR;

(D) ONE OF WHOM REPRESENTS A CABLE PROVIDER, AS APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE;
(E) ONE OF WHOM REPRESENTS A RURAL LOCAL EXCHANGE CARRIER, AS APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR; AND

(F) ONE OF WHOM REPRESENTS A COMPETITIVE LOCAL EXCHANGE CARRIER, AS APPOINTED BY THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;

(IV) THREE VOTING MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC:

(A) ONE OF WHOM RESIDES IN AN UNSERVED AREA OF THE WESTERN SLOPE OF THE STATE, AS APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE;

(B) ONE OF WHOM RESIDES IN AN UNSERVED AREA OF THE EASTERN SLOPE OF THE STATE, AS APPOINTED BY THE MINORITY LEADER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES; AND

(C) ONE OF WHOM RESIDES IN AN UNSERVED URBAN AREA OF THE STATE, AS APPOINTED BY THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

(d) THE BOARD SHALL MEET AS OFTEN AS NECESSARY TO CARRY OUT ITS DUTIES AS DEFINED IN THIS SECTION.

(e) THE TERM OF ANY MEMBER OF THE BOARD WHO MISSES MORE THAN TWO CONSECUTIVE REGULAR BOARD MEETINGS WITHOUT GOOD CAUSE SHALL BE TERMINATED, AND HIS OR HER SUCCESSOR SHALL BE APPOINTED IN THE MANNER PROVIDED FOR APPOINTMENTS UNDER THIS SECTION.

(f) IF A BOARD MEMBER HAS A CONFLICT OF INTEREST WITH RESPECT TO ANY MATTER ADDRESSED BY THE BOARD, INCLUDING A FINANCIAL INTEREST IN THE MATTER, THE MEMBER SHALL RECUSE HIMSELF OR HERSELF FROM ANY DISCUSSION OR DECISIONS ON THE MATTER.

(6) THE BOARD'S POWERS AND DUTIES COMMENCE THREE MONTHS AFTER MONEYS ARE FIRST ALLOCATED FROM THE HCSM TO THE FUND.

(7) FOR A PERIOD OF AT LEAST SIX MONTHS BEFORE ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR PROPOSED PROJECTS, THE BOARD SHALL PROVIDE NOTICE TO AND REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FROM INCUMBENT PROVIDERS AND LOCAL ENTITIES ABOUT THE BROADBAND FUND AND ITS PURPOSE TO DEPLOY
BROADBAND SERVICE IN UNSERVED AREAS. THE BOARD SHALL ENSURE THAT BOTH THE MANNER AND AMOUNT OF NOTICE PROVIDED UNDER THIS SUBSECTION (7) ARE ADEQUATE AND EQUITABLE FOR ALL POTENTIALLY ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS.

(8) THE BOARD SHALL AWARD MONEYS FROM THE FUND, AND, IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, SHALL DEVELOP CRITERIA FOR AWARDING MONEYS FROM THE FUND FOR NEW PROJECTS EXPANDING BROADBAND NETWORKS INTO UNSERVED AREAS, INCLUDING:

(a) DEVELOPING A PROJECT APPLICATION PROCESS THAT PLACES THE BURDEN ON AN ELIGIBLE APPLICANT TO DEMONSTRATE THAT ITS PROPOSED PROJECT MEETS THE PROJECT ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA ESTABLISHED IN THIS SUBSECTION (8), INCLUDING A REQUIREMENT THAT THE PROPOSAL CONCERN A NEW PROJECT, AND NOT A PROJECT ALREADY IN PROGRESS, AND A REQUIREMENT TO PROVE THAT THE AREA TO BE SERVED BY THE PROPOSED PROJECT IS AN UNSERVED AREA. TO PROVE THAT THE AREA TO BE SERVED IS AN UNSERVED AREA, THE APPLICANT MUST SUBMIT A MAP DEMONSTRATING THE INSUFFICIENT AVAILABILITY OF BROADBAND SERVICE IN THE AREA. THE APPLICANT MUST SUBMIT THE APPLICATION AND MAP TO THE BOARD; THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, CITY COUNCIL, OR OTHER LOCAL ENTITY WITH AUTHORITY OVER THE AREA TO BE SERVED; AND AN INCUMBENT PROVIDER. THE BOARD SHALL ESTABLISH A NOTICE AND COMMENT PERIOD OF AT LEAST SIXTY DAYS WITHIN WHICH THE LOCAL ENTITY MAY REVIEW AND COMMENT ON THE APPLICATION.

(b) DEVELOPING A METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING WHETHER A PROPOSED PROJECT WILL SERVE UNSERVED AREAS;

(c) MINIMIZING CONFLICTS WITH, OR DUPLICATION OF, FEDERAL SOURCES OF HIGH COST SUPPORT OR FEDERAL BROADBAND GRANTS SO AS TO MAXIMIZE THE TOTAL AVAILABLE STATE AND FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR RURAL BROADBAND DEVELOPMENT;

(d) ENSURING THAT A PROPOSED PROJECT INCLUDES:

(I) ACCESS TO A BROADBAND NETWORK;

(II) INDEPENDENT FUNDING SECURED FOR AT LEAST TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE TOTAL COST OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT; AND
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(III) A requirement to utilize any award granted from the fund for infrastructure purposes only and not for operations;

(e) Providing additional consideration for proposed projects that include at least some of the following factors:

(I) Proposed projects that are endorsed by local entities interested in obtaining broadband internet service in unserved areas of the state;

(II) Proposed projects that have downstream and upstream speeds in excess of the minimum required under this section;

(III) Proposed projects for which the applicant has an established record of operation in the area of the grant application; and

(IV) Proposed projects providing last-mile broadband service, which is defined as the portion of broadband service that delivers an internet connection to an end user that lacks access to broadband service at measurable speeds greater than fifty-six kilobits per second;

(f) Providing an assessment of the following factors:

(I) Whether the proposed project will provide services via a licensed or unlicensed means of transmission;

(II) The cost-effectiveness of the proposed project's proposed method for expanding broadband internet service into unserved areas; and

(III) The reliability of the network providing broadband services;

(g) With regard to an applicant that has submitted a proposed project to the board, affording each incumbent provider in the area that is not providing access to a broadband network in the unserved area a right of first refusal regarding the implementation of a project in the unserved area. If an incumbent
 PROVIDER PROPOSES A PROJECT FOR THE AREA, THE INCUMBENT PROVIDER
COMMENTS TO PROVIDING ACCESS TO A BROADBAND NETWORK WITHIN ONE
YEAR AFTER THE APPLICANT'S SUBMISSION OF A PROPOSED PROJECT.

(h) ENSURING THAT BROADBAND SERVICE GRANT AWARDS ARE NOT
PROVIDED IN AREAS OTHER THAN UNSERVED AREAS;

(i) IN THE CASE OF A FRANCHISE AGREEMENT, ENSURING THAT
BROADBAND SERVICE GRANT AWARDS ARE NOT PROVIDED IN AREAS WITH
A POPULATION DENSITY LARGE ENOUGH TO REQUIRE SERVICE UNDER AN
EXISTING FRANCHISE AGREEMENT;

(j) ESTABLISHING A GRANT AWARD PROCESS THAT:

(I) ALLOWS FOR ONLY ONE GRANT TO BE AWARDED PER APPLICANT
PER YEAR;

(II) ENSURES THE GEOGRAPHICALLY EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION OF
GRANT AWARDS; AND

(III) PROVIDES FOR AN APPEALS PROCESS FOR ANY PARTY
AGGRIEVED BY AN AWARD OR DENIAL OF GRANT MONEYS;

(k) ESTABLISHING REPORTING AND ACCOUNTABILITY
REQUIREMENTS FOR A PROJECT RECEIVING FINANCIAL SUPPORT FROM THE
FUND, INCLUDING CONTRACTUAL REQUIREMENTS THAT:

(I) THE APPLICANT SECURE A PERFORMANCE BOND FOR THE
PROJECT, AS APPROPRIATE;

(II) THE APPLICANT DEMONSTRATE AN ABILITY TO PROVIDE
BROADBAND SERVICE AT A REASONABLE COST PER HOUSEHOLD IN THE AREA
TO BE SERVED BY THE PROPOSED PROJECT;

(III) THE APPLICANT DEMONSTRATE AN ABILITY TO COMPLETE THE
PROPOSED PROJECT WITHIN A REASONABLE TIME, NOT TO EXCEED TWO
YEARS, UNLESS DELAYED BY A GOVERNMENT ENTITY; AND

(IV) PROHIBIT AN APPLICANT FROM USING GRANT AWARD MONEYS
TO OFFER, PROVIDE, OR SELL BROADBAND SERVICES IN AN AREA NOT
MEETING THE DEFINITION OF UNSERVED AREA.

(9) (a) The board shall report annually to the Transportation and Energy Committee and Business, Labor, and the Economic and Workforce Development Committee in the House of Representatives and to the Agriculture, Natural Resources, and Energy Committee and Business, Labor, and Technology Committee in the Senate, or their successor committees, on the projects supported by moneys from the fund in a given year, including information on:

(I) The number of projects;

(II) The location of each project;

(III) The amount of funding received for each project; and

(IV) A description of each project.

(b) Notwithstanding section 24-1-136 (11), C.R.S., the report required under this subsection (9) continues indefinitely.

(10) Local entities are encouraged to cooperate with respect to time lines and permit fees concerning projects in their geographic area.

(11) This section is repealed, effective September 1, 2024. Before the repeal, the Department of Regulatory Agencies shall review the powers, duties, and functions of the board regarding the administration of the Broadband Fund in accordance with section 24-34-104, C.R.S.

SECTION 5. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 24-34-104, add (55) (f) as follows:

24-34-104. General assembly review of regulatory agencies and functions for termination, continuation, or reestablishment. (55) The following agencies, functions, or both, terminate on September 1, 2024:

(f) The functions of the Broadband Deployment Board,
SECTION 6. Appropriation. (1) In addition to any other appropriation, there is hereby appropriated, out of any moneys in the Colorado high cost administration fund created in section 40-15-208 (3) (a), Colorado Revised Statutes, not otherwise appropriated, to the department of regulatory agencies, for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2014, the sum of $86,518 and 0.7 FTE, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to be allocated for the implementation of this act as follows:

(a) $52,733 and 0.7 FTE to the public utilities commission for personal services;

(b) $5,368 to the public utilities commission for operating expenses and capital outlay; and

(c) $28,417 to the executive director’s office and administrative services for the purchase of legal services.

(2) In addition to any other appropriation, there is hereby appropriated to the department of law, for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2014, the sum of $28,417 and 0.2 FTE, or so much thereof as may be necessary, for the provision of legal services for the department of regulatory agencies related to the implementation of this act. Said sum is from reappropriated funds received from the department of regulatory agencies out of the appropriation made in paragraph (c) of subsection (1) of this section.

(3) In addition to any other appropriation, there is hereby appropriated to the department of law, for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2014, the sum of $27,324 and 0.2 FTE, or so much thereof as may be necessary, for the provision of legal services for the department of regulatory agencies related to the implementation of this act. Said sum is from cash funds received from the department of regulatory agencies from the broadband fund created in section 40-15-509.5 (4) (a), Colorado Revised Statutes. The moneys in the fund are appropriated to the broadband deployment board pursuant to section 40-15-509.5 (4) (a), Colorado Revised Statutes.
SECTION 7. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds, determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.

Mark Ferrandino
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES

Morgan Carroll
PRESIDENT OF
THE SENATE

Marilyn Eddins
CHIEF CLERK OF THE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES

Cindi L. Markwell
SECRETARY OF
THE SENATE

APPROVED

John W. Hickenlooper
GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF COLORADO
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